2016
BUSINESS REVIEW

In 2016, we remained
true to the philosophy
that has guided us
since the inception
of our company: that
is, to seize every
opportunity for value
creation.

REPORT
FROM THE FOUNDERS
Dear investors and partners,
2016 marked a turning point in the
history of our group. It was a year
defined by a number of milestones and
achievements for our organisation. In
April, our two investment management
companies received authorisations
from their respective regulators: the
AMF in France for Keys REIM, and the
FCA in the UK for Keys IM. We were
also able to make a significant number
of key hires across our business,
enabling us thus to strengthen further
our key asset which is our people.
Finally, our assets under management
surpassed the €500 million mark for
the first time during the year.
We were able to manage this growth
effectively, thanks to a business model
based on our 3 core competencies:
property management, value creation
and co-investing. Our business model
also demonstrated its effectiveness

through the new acquisitions we
made, the launch of a latest generation
property
management
company
adapted to new urban usages, and our
value creation restructuring projects
which focused on meeting the new
and evolving needs of users. We also
completed our first co-investment
transactions, as part of the allocations
to the two new funds launched over
the year. Finally, our strategic and
operational agility has enabled us
to strengthen our presence on the
European market.
Thus in 2016, we remained faithful to
our mission which is to seize every
opportunity for value creation.
We owe this success to our core
values which are anchored in our
entrepreneurial spirit and reflected
daily by our teams: a passion for real
estate, strength of conviction, foresight
and innovation, and finally expertise.

CYRIL GARREAU AND PIERRE MATTEI
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01. The Group >> Our vision

OUR VISION
The big trends currently shaping the future of the real estate sector
include digitalisation, the internet of things (IOT), collaborative
consumption, new ways of working, and the energy revolution.
These shifts are fully integrated in our business model and our
strategic decision-making processes.

Our know-how, and our capacity

Building Research Establishment

to anticipate and to respond to the

Environmental Assessment Method)

challenges of tomorrow have meant

recognise buildings that are energy

that our group’s long-term strategy

efficient and environmentally-friendly.

has implicitly incorporated these new

However, buildings of the future will

developments and practices linked to

have to accommodate new usages

the real estate market.

in order to obtain the new types
of certifi cations related to the high

We leverage every opportunity to

quality of user experience and to well-

enhance our portfolio performance

being (WELL Building Certifi cation),

and to create value thanks to a focus

certifi cations refl ecting high user

on new generation assets, renovation

expectations in terms of services,

projects to remedy any obsolescence

comfort, fl exibility and connectivity.

in our real estate holdings and an
approach that is focused on the

Thanks

users.

market trends and our multi-strategy

to

our

attentiveness

to

approach covering the full real estate
Current environmental certifications

value chain, we have been able to

(HQE: the French standard for High

keep abreast of all new developments

Environmental Quality; BREEAM:

and tendencies in the sector.

Additionally, our Group constantly
cultivates innovation in the way our
funds are structured and in our real
estate investment and management.
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THE CHANGING REAL ESTATE MARKET

The energy transition

New ways of working

The digital and
technological revolution

New collaborative
consumption models and
the importance of well-being at work

IMPACTS

Property obsolescence

Unsuitable office spaces

The emergence of new real estate concepts
and mixed-usage urban projects

Reinventing the user experience
(more flexibility and services)

THE KEYS ASSET MANAGEMENT STRATEGY

Proactive, dynamic management
thanks to an integrated expertise across the
whole real estate value chain

Innovation and value creation
in every real estate holding

New usage-oriented
real estate solutions

The client at the
core of our approach
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KEY FIGURES
In 2016, the Group provided primarily professional investors
with access to seven asset diversification solutions and
managed over €500 million in real estate assets.

Our forecasting ability and keen

The experience and expertise of our

eye for market trends has given

teams ensure an active and rigorous

us an edge in creating innovative

management of our portfolio. From

investment vehicles, designed in

the

the best interests of our investors.

management, we apply constant

We

oversight

prioritise

transparency

and

investment
while

process

to

maintaining

risk
the

access to provide a high-quality,

responsiveness and flexibility for

bespoke service.

which we are known.

A KEY PLAYER
IN ASSET
MANAGEMENT

INVESTMENT
SOLUTIONS
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€262M NET ASSETS UNDER
MANAGEMENT

AN 82% INCREASE ON 2015

OVER IN REAL ESTATE ASSETS
€500M UNDER MANAGEMENT

30

OVER
DEVELOPMENT
PROJECTS

2
,160
RESIDENTIAL

OVER

UNITS

30

OVER
EMPLOYEES
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OUR EXPERTISE
Because value creation is at the very core of our strategy, we have
opted for an in-house integration of all the lines of business related
to the life cycle of a real estate asset: sourcing, acquisition, property
management, valuation, development, sales, etc. It is thanks to this
diversity in our lines of business and the agility of our teams that we
are able to create exceptional spaces.

EXPERTISE THAT COVERS
THE WHOLE REAL ESTATE VALUE CHAIN
VENDOR
ARBITRAGE
VENDOR

ARBITRAGE

PROPERTY MANAGER

ASSET DEVELOPER

PROPERTY MANAGER

ASSET DEVELOPER

BUYER

SOURCING

BUYER

SOURCING

CLIENT SERVICING

ESTATE MANAGER

CLIENT SERVICING

ESTATE MANAGER

DEVELOPER

PROJECT MANAGER

DEVELOPER

PROJECT MANAGER

A DIVERSIFIED INVESTMENT UNIVERSE

OFFICES

RETAIL

OFFICES

RETAIL

E-COMMERCE
LOGISTICS
E-COMMERCE
LOGISTICS

CO-WORKING

RESIDENTIAL

NEW USES

CO-WORKING
RESIDENTIAL
NEW USES
A geographical concentration in Europe
Strategic locations in the heart of
(euro zone), mainly in France.
dynamic economic hubs
A geographical concentration in Europe
Strategic locations in the heart of
(euro zone), mainly in France.
dynamic economic hubs
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OUR THREE CORE LINES OF BUSINESS

PROPERTY MANAGEMENT
A strong synergy between the sourcing
and the management of assets

We specialise in managing and operating real estate assets. We buy highquality assets that benefit from strategic locations, the vitality of top-tier
economic hubs and strong rental markets. We manage all our assets rigorously
and proactively to provide our clients with exceptional spaces that offer strong
added value.

VALUE CREATION IN COMMERCIAL
REAL ESTATE
To reposition and optimise assets in their markets

We have developed a real expertise in buying assets with strong valuecreation potential in the commercial real estate market. This value
creation is achieved by upgrading real estate assets and repositioning
them in the market. We use a rigorous selection process for high-quality
real estate assets and we redefine their use or spatial layout prior to
their renovation.
In so doing we are able to create favourable leasing terms, to optimise
occupancy rates, and to bring the buildings up to standards as well as to
increase their value.

CO-INVESTING IN REAL ESTATE DEVELOPMENT
PROJECTS
Designing and building the real estate of tomorrow

From the design to the sale, we are experts in all the stages of real estate
development. In addition to the experience of our two founders, the Group
benefits from the expertise of people who have conducted major real estate
projects over the past two decades. Relying on our network of experts,
we work with trusted partners. They are selected on the basis of rigorous
qualitative and quantitative criteria, including their ability to manage a
range of financial, commercial and administrative risks in order to deliver the
projects assigned to them, in full compliance with defined quality standards
and delivery deadlines.
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OUR EVOLUTION
2016 marked a turning point in the structuring of our Group,
as we bolstered our multi-business line approach by hiring
new talents with complementary, cutting-edge skill sets, thus
enabling us to tailor our approach even more closely to the
needs of our clients and partners.
In April, our two asset management companies, Keys REIM
in Paris and Keys IM in London, received authorisations from
their respective financial regulators and we promptly launched
three investment solutions to expand our product range.

KEYS ASSET MANAGEMENT
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KEYS PROPERTIES

KEYS REIM

KEYS IM

An integrated service
provider

AMF authorised asset
management company
licensed under
n° GP-16000011

FCA authorised asset
management company
licensed under n° 687589

REAL ESTATE SERVICES
REAL ESTATE
MANAGEMENT

FUND MANAGEMENT
(FUNDS FOR
PROFESSIONAL
INVESTORS)

FUND MANAGEMENT
(FUNDS FOR
PROFESSIONAL
INVESTORS)
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THE GROUP IN 2016

ROGNAC (13)1

VALENCE (26)2

BORDEAUX (33)

Real estate asset
acquisitions
Value-added strategy

JANUARY

FEBRUARY

Sales
TYPOLOGY
SAINT-HERBLAIN (44)

Business premises
Offices

MARCH

Hotels
Retail premises

APRIL

MAY

KEYS REIM, France - AMF Authorisation GP – 16000011
KEYS IM, UK - FCA Authorisation – 687589

-

Mixeduse
premises

SAINT-ÉTIENNE (42)

JUNE
MARSEILLE (13)

JULY
LYON (69)

AUGUST

BORDEAUX (33)

LYON (69)

ROUBAIX (59)

VALENCIENNES (59)

SEPTEMBER

Over €500 million in real estate assets under management
Launch of two co-investments in real estate development project funds.
+ 2 The funds invest in a diversified portfolio of unlisted real estate
development companies using debt like exposure.
ROGNAC (13)1

VALENCE (26)2

OCTOBER
LILLE (59)

NOVEMBER

LYON (69)

TOULOUSE (31)

PERPIGNAN (66)

DECEMBER

+ 1 Launch of a property management company investing in new generation buildings,
in terms of usage, comfort as well as environmental performance.
First co-investments in real estate development projects
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THE TWO ASSET MANAGEMENT COMPANIES RECEIVE
REGULATORY AUTHORISATIONS

>>> KEYS REIM

>>> KEYS IM

France

United Kingdom

Keys REIM is an asset manage-

Keys IM is an asset management

ment company authorised by

company authorised by the

the French Autorité des Marchés

Financial Conduct Authority

Financiers (AMF) under number

(FCA) under number 687589.

GP-16000011.

11 rue Jean Mermoz

16 Great Chapel Street

75008 Paris

London W1F 8FL

France

United Kingdom

THE MANAGERS OF KEYS REIM

Orlando Corbellini
Orlando Corbellini graduated from EAD Paris in
1993 and has worked for some of the major property
companies and developers in the commercial real
estate sector for over 20 years. Over that period,
he has acquired a range of skills in various fields,
including asset management, real estate development
and construction.

Steve Lepine
Having graduated from the Sorbonne in 2011, Steve
Orlando CORBELLINI and Steve LEPINE

Lepine began his career in the real estate audit
department at Deloitte. He joined the investment
department of the Keys Asset Management Group in
September 2015.

Risk management
Without risk there is no return. That is the issue faced by
all portfolio management companies. Risk is at the heart of
investment decisions. Performance, although never incidental,
becomes a peripheral notion determined by the degree of risk an
investor is prepared to accept. Effective risk management enables
Ksénia KOLPAKOVA,
Group COO
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OUR ENVIRONMENTAL, SOCIAL,
AND CORPORATE GOVERNANCE POLICY (ESG)
The Group has undertaken to comply with the principles of responsible investment
(PRI), established by the UN to promote the integration of corporate environmental,
social and governance (ESG) issues within investment practices.
Our environmental approach is in line with the new practices of real estate professionals
and the recent proliferation of various standards and certification labels. When we
act as a contracting authority, we implement environmental quality management in
our construction and renovation projects. More generally, we are concerned with the
environmental impact of our partner companies as well as their capacity to provide
products and services that meet current challenges (energy performance, treatment
of carbon emissions, pollution, waste materials and water usage).
We also monitor our impact and that of our partner companies on all stakeholders in
the area of social responsibility. In the real estate sector, a great deal of attention is
traditionally paid to workplace safety. On issues of governance, we focus our vigilance
on the risks of corruption and anti-competitive practices.

Cyril Garreau
With

a

DESCF

(a

masters-level

diploma

in

THE MANAGERS OF KEYS IM

accountancy) and over 20 years of experience as a
property developer, Cyril Garreau brings his deep
knowledge of the real estate market to the company’s
daily operations. With his entrepreneurial spirit and
acute awareness of market trends, he has also been
the founder and director of a number of companies
that are market leaders in their sectors.

Pierre Mattei
A graduate in Finance from the Université ParisDauphine, Pierre Mattei draws on his solid experience

Cyril GARREAU and Pierre MATTEI

of structuring investment transactions and of market
finance, acquired whilst working for leading alternative
investment management firms. He sold his residential
care home management company in 2011 to focus on
setting up the Keys Asset Management Group.

our two asset management companies to
avoid events so serious as to be intolerable,
but also to find the optimal balance that
hedges risks while achieving growth and
return targets.
The Risk Manager’s role is, on the one hand,
to advise operational units and directors, and

on the other to ensure regulatory provisions
are implemented and properly adhered to.
A risk committee made up of members of
senior management and chaired by the Risk
Manager is convened regularly to validate the
risk management policy.
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OUR TEAMS
The men and women of the Keys Asset Management Group have
always been at the heart of our strategy. Their talent, experience
and continuing dedication to our partners ensure that we can
seamlessly manage our growth.

In 2016, we actively recruited because

help us take the business in new

we firmly believe that a company’s

directions. An inexhaustible source

real strength is in its human capital.

of professional, cultural and personal

Our inclusive vision is enriched by

enrichment, they are extraordinary

the diversity and complementarity

assets thanks to whom we are well

of these new team members, who

placed to look to the future with

will

confidence and optimism.

support

our

ambitions

and

15 new employees joined us
in 2016

AN INTEGRATED REAL ESTATE TEAM
A major advantage of our acquisition
and asset management strategies is
the fact that our real estate team, Keys
Properties, is fully integrated within
the Group.
Keys Properties is composed of
professionals trained in the various
fields of real estate. The team’s make-up
is centred around the complementarity
and multi-disciplinary nature of the
staff profiles as well as the wealth of
their professional experience.
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In 2016, we continued to develop and
build this team with the addition of
new talents, including a Head of Asset
Sales, a Head of Financing, and a Head
of Asset Management. These strategic
recruitments in key positions have
strengthened our capacity further still.

01. The Group >> Our teams

MEET SOME OF OUR REAL ESTATE TEAM

Thomas VELLER
Head of Asset
Sales

Laurent RIBES
Head of Financing

Six years after its creation, the Keys Asset Management Group has
reached a size that allows us to undertake some structural rotation
in our portfolio.
To stay in step with the expectations of users and the market, we will
sell a number of assets that no longer fit within our investment policy
and reinvest the proceeds.
This is also an opportunity to corroborate our value creation strategy
and to realise capital gains.

The search for bank financing is a key phase for the investments
undertaken on a Group level. It enables us to take advantage of
leverage so as to maximise the performance of our assets.
The main challenge is to develop effective long-term partnerships
and trust with our banking partners.
Our financing strategy is based on a stewardship approach that seeks
to ensure projects are well-balanced financially.

Philippe GOLDBERGER
Head of Asset
Management

Jérémy BINET
Investment Acquisition
Adviser (Sourcing)

Charles LEPLAY
Asset Developer

Mélissa MERTEN
Junior Property Manager

Arnaud LAMARE
Technical Management
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NEW TOOLS FOR OUR
COLLABORATIVE APPROACH
Collaborative innovation is at the heart of our growth and
our commitment. The implementation of new working

Fabienne CARRASCO
Group CFO

methods and software solutions in the Group is perfectly
in line with this collaborative and innovative practice
because it enables us to optimise our interdepartmental,
multi-location teamwork approach and to continuously
improve the quality of the services we bring to our clients,
investors and partners.
Within the framework of the increasing

help to optimise both the operational

digitisation

consumption

management of our real estate holdings,

trends, these implementations represent

and the integrated monitoring of our

significant investments.

accounting processes. It will therefore

and

new

act as a single database to be shared by
During the second half of 2016, we

everyone involved: asset management,

began to develop a CRM system based

lease monitoring, and accounting.

on Salesforce. In 2017, this system will
be coupled with the Pardot Marketing

The challenge is to implement the most

Software in order to sharpen security

appropriate solutions to support our

around the management of investor and

development and to effectively improve

partner data. The SaaS mode operating

our services. We do this by bringing

platform will enable us to process and

together our different areas of expertise

analyse data more efficiently, to improve

(operational

the communication flow between team

working methods, mobility, increased

members and to enhance the quality of our

communication,

reporting, thanks to its instantaneous and

(IOT), and the digitisation of data),

responsive format. The implementation

by

of the Salesforce-based CRM system will

processes and new working methods,

be fully operational in 2017.

and by structuring our organisation

evolving

know-how,

flexible

connected

towards

objects

comprehensive

while still preserving our agility.
The comprehensive management and
automation of work flows will improve

Our innovative approach requires us to

the quality and the relevance of our

be constantly on the look-out for new

communications. The implementation

digital tools, to anticipate the needs

of the Yardi Voyager software platform,

of all our stakeholders and to invest in

a pioneer in technological innovation

software solutions and working methods

within the real estate sector, is another

that

example

expectations of each employee, client,

of

an

integrated

system

that we have chosen. The system will

18

meet

the

current

investor and partner.

and

future
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OUR AMBITIONS
In a world that is evolving at an ever-increasing pace, harnessing
our culture of innovation and service is one of our core priorities.
Thanks to our agile and responsive teams, we are able to build
solutions for the future that are closely aligned with both our
clients’ and our partners’ needs.

The real estate market has changed

The green revolution is well under

significantly in the last 10 or 20 years.

way and has become the norm in all

This has resulted in a need to invest

new constructions. We will not only

differently. A large number of trends

continue to be attentive to the most

have

considerably

expectations,
flexibility.

who

Real

altered
now

innovative approaches; we aim to
go one step further by integrating

operators

the new trends in usages. A real

must therefore adapt to these trends

estate asset’s potential for capital

going forward: the technological and

appreciation is increasingly linked

environmental obsolescence of buildings,

to

the emergence of new ways of working

particularly interested in the well-

dominated by hyper-connectivity and

being trend in complementarity with

roaming, and the recent rise of co-

cost control, efficiency, productivity,

working. We endeavour to incorporate

the corporate image as well as the

these

welfare of employees. This further

changes

by integrating

estate

users’

demand

in
an

our

processes

environmentally

its

usage

demonstrates

potential.

our

We

are

eagerness

to

responsible and socially differentiated

commit to a form of commercial real

approach in a number of our different

estate that is humane, sustainable

investment vehicles.

and connected.

Since the most forward-looking solutions are devised in tandem
with our clients and partners, we will always strive for greater
cooperation, dialogue and transparency. We will design with them,
and for them, products and services that meet the challenges of an
evolving real estate market and that reflect our vision of an everchanging urbanism.

We remain attentive to what our partners can teach us. We will
therefore continue to strengthen, on a daily basis, our long-standing
collaboration with the financial advisers’ community, a community
that has played a decisive role in our company’s development.
We wish to thank them sincerely for trusting us and for working
alongside us.
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Cybille PICANON
Group Head of Business
Development and Marketing

Sébastien JANIN
Group Chief Sales Officer

We shall continue
to pursue our
development
with passion and
commitment in 2017.
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02
A new way
of engaging
with real estate
1. RESPONSIBLE REAL ESTATE
INVESTING
2. HYPER-CONNECTED REAL ESTATE
INVESTING
3. HUMANE REAL ESTATE INVESTING
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RESPONSIBLE REAL
ESTATE INVESTING
A global movement
The building and construction sector is a major source of pollution,
accounting for 30% of greenhouse gas emissions worldwide.
However, change is under way. Today, the threat of climate
change is taken very seriously by stakeholders in civil society and
government. This collective awareness has been late in coming
but it is very real and has opened the way for ambitious concerted
action on an international scale to rise to the challenges ahead.

As a result, the Global Alliance for

neutrality strategy; to strengthen

Buildings

was

and accelerate the implementation

launched in December 2015 at COP21

of national efforts; and to mobilise

in Paris.

funding to meet the challenges.

and

Construction

It brings together 20 countries, 8
major construction groups and more
than 50 international organisations
and professional networks. The goal
is to achieve the transition towards
a low-carbon real estate sector by
2050.

At the European level, the results of
the “Summary Findings and Indicator
Proposals”, a public consultation on
the assessment of the environmental
performance of buildings, should
lead to regulatory harmonisation
and new classification systems.

Following the success of COP21 in

24

Paris, a roadmap was presented at

In

COP22 in Marrakesh in November

Durable (Sustainable Building Plan)

2016. The members of the Alliance

implemented in 2009 has enabled

were assigned a number of goals:

joint steering by players in the sector

to raise awareness within the sector

and public authorities to achieve

about the crucial role that it can play

the targets set out in the Energy

in the fight against global warming;

Transition Act and the National Low

to develop an effective carbon-

Carbon Strategy (SNBC)

France,

the

Plan
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NAME: Le Seven
DATE OF ACQUISITION:
September 2016

ADDRESS: Lyon (69)
CATEGORY: offices
SURFACE AREA: 6,296 m2
FEATURES:
Bâtiment Basse Consommation (BBC)
(low energy building) certification,
High Environmental Quality (HQE)
certification and photovoltaic solar panels
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Real estate is
entering a new
era, that of
environmental
responsibility
and sociodifferentiation.
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Towards a new virtuous model
The real estate sector continues to reinvent itself within a framework
that is not only both more promising and more restrictive but also more
competitive. Challenges abound, including climate challenges but
also the management of the energy transition, the adaptation to new
work and consumption patterns, and finally the response to emerging
economic models, the digital revolution and regulatory pressures.
At the heart of this transformation,

These criteria challenge the whole

the obsolescence of the real estate

strategy for the qualitative and quan-

stock remains a major challenge: as

titative assessment of asset portfolios.

it is estimated that half of the tertiary
real estate stock in the Île-de-France

Steering performance now involves

region is currently over 30 years old.

new criteria. Non-financial criteria

Too often confused with dilapidation,

such as ESG (Environmental, Social

obsolescence is defined primarily by

and Governance) are increasingly

the qualitative discrepancy between

seen as the guarantee of a responsible

supply and ever-growing demand.

investment in residential or tertiary

The obsolescence criteria for a real

real estate.

estate asset are much more varied
than one might imagine. They may be

It is important, therefore, to provide

geographical (locations too far from

more effective means of preventing

public transport), technical (low con-

the likelihood of obsolescence and,

nectivity), economic (high operating

above all, to ensure that the goods

costs), human (lower comfort level for

and services offered are more closely

occupants), professional (unsuitable

aligned with user demand.

for new ways of working), or regulatory
(non-compliance of the asset).

Energy audits
In 2016, in an effort to anticipate and respond effectively to regulatory
changes, we launched a series of energy audits.
The strategy to upgrade the energy efficiency of our portfolio involves
two key areas of focus: the overhaul of operational scenarios and the
launch of improvements to the technical features of the buildings. Our
initial focus has been to identify six representative assets within our

Charles Leplay
Asset Developer

portfolio for the audit, in order to assess and plan the investments to
be made over the longer term across all our holdings. This will bring
us into compliance with regulations and ensure the optimal market
liquidity and capital appreciation of our buildings.
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HYPER-CONNECTED
REAL ESTATE INVESTING
Buildings 3.0
The emergence of a new real estate paradigm is reshaping our
landscapes and cityscapes. It is based on three fundamental principles:
sustainability, connectivity and user needs (user-friendliness).

Digitisation is clearly one of the cat-

ing point. Creating a digital 3D mod-

alysts for this paradigm shift, as it

el that enables the visualisation of a

has radically changed strategies and

construction project triggers a virtu-

behaviour. It is now time for global,

ous cycle: better building design (ar-

contextual approaches. A building is

chitecture, functionalities, services),

no longer seen as a separate entity,

lower construction and operating

but as an entity that communicates

costs, the optimisation of energy and

and interacts with its environment.

environmental performance, etc.

Thus, at the heart of the new smart
The rise of building automation, the

per-connected smart buildings are

large buildings equivalent of home

expected to play a key role as formi-

automation, is also driving this hyper-

dable generators of data and fl ows

connectivity

which, gathered in real time and an-

cations are vast, encompassing the

alysed, will facilitate the adjustments

management of energy and thermal

required to optimise energy perfor-

consumption on the one hand and

mance, long-term operating cost

end-user comfort on the other, not to

controls and risk prevention.

mention communication and security.

The growing use of BIM (Building In-

Some buildings already have their

formation Modelling) in the design

own smartphone applications to make

phase also represents a major turn-

it easier for users to access services.
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revolution.

Its

appli-

NAME: Mama Shelter
DATE OF ACQUISITION:
December 2016

ADDRESS: Toulouse (31)
CATEGORY: hotel
SURFACE AREA: 4,990 m2
FEATURES: a game-changing hotel
concept that meets today’s new uses
and the latest urban design trends
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An essential
decision-making
tool, Big Data
makes it easier to
read the market,
to steer the
value chain more
effectively and
to optimise the
management of
buildings.
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Big Data comes of age
Big Data has undoubtedly revolutionised all fields of human activity.

There are three defining characteristics

Big Data multiplies analytical possibilities

of this powerful tool for organisations

thanks to the wealth of contextual

and businesses: volume, variety and

data it provides, not only in a given

speed, or in other words, an increasing

geographical region but also on the

amount and variety of data, processed

scale of the market as a whole. Nothing

faster than ever before.

escapes Big Data: the number of
transactions, the evolution of prices, the

Although Big Data is still under-

average sale period, the measurement

exploited, its role in the daily business

of the degree of a building’s appeal,

of the real estate sector is growing.

the breakdown by classification of
assets or by geographical area, etc.

New technological solutions
Ever keen to enrich our offer and to anticipate social
changes, we are reflecting on how best to deploy these new
technological solutions for our buildings. These serviceoriented innovations will enable us to optimise energy
Philippe Goldberger
Head of
Asset Management

monitoring and the technical management of our assets, as
well as to promote the well-being of users.

Big Data is a trend that we can’t
afford to miss; it is at least as
important as the internet was
in its day
31
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HUMANE REAL
ESTATE INVESTING
Towards service-oriented real estate
The time has come for new types of usage, related to ways of working
that are more creative, more nomadic and more collaborative. The
design of a building must now be based on an approach that is
centred on the user experience.

Buildings must now adapt to the

Today, the well-being and comfort

occupants' use, and not the other way

of users implies access to a diver-

round... As a result, on the heels of

sified range of services: catering,

the smart city and the smart building

leisure and concierge services, car

trends, now the newest tendency is

sharing, sports facilities, hairdress-

that of the smart work environment.

ing or even medical and child care
facilities, for instance.

Faced with a growing shift in the
way people work (mobile working,

Though a good salary is naturally a

co-working, etc.), commercial real es-

very strong consideration, numer-

tate must now demonstrate its capac-

ous studies show that comfort and

ity to offer customised solutions that

well-being at work are very high on

meet the expectations of the end user.

employees’ lists of priorities. The
benefits of this service-oriented

This shift calls for a comprehensive

approach are far from negligible for

rethinking of real estate so as to be

employers, contributing to lower

able to offer spaces that are diverse

rates of absenteeism, higher rates

and flexible, and more adaptable

of productivity, and an ability to

and hybrid in order to promote so-

attract and retain the best talent.

cialisation and sharing.

Comfort and well-being
at work are amongst employees’
top priorities.

32

We therefore
need to rethink
real estate from a
functionality and
ervice perspective,
in order to create
spaces that are
adapted to new
habits and to
the need for
connectivity
and flexibility.

33

The number of
co-working spaces
worldwide was
close to 12,000
in 2016, compared
with only a little
over 1,000 in 2011.
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The co-working revolution
Co-working is developing exponentially. In France, more than
400 work spaces are dedicated to this new approach, up 44%
on 2015.
New ways of organising work in a

and activities (diversity of trades,

more convivial and collaborative en-

multidisciplinary approaches).

vironment are increasingly popular.
A growing number of entrepreneurs,

The bottom line is that the benefits

mobile workers, independent con-

for co-workers are many and varied.

tractors or salaried employees are

Shared spaces are a source of en-

choosing co-working, a new ecosys-

counters and exchanges with others

tem based on three pillars: collabora-

and of synergies and discoveries.

tion, pooling and socialisation.

They help to create or recreate so-

How can this success be explained?

cial connections, and can even help

First, by the growing impact in the

to break the isolation of young entre-

global

functional

preneurs. Finally, they can even help

economy, in which the notion of us-

in the building or integrating of net-

age is more important than that of

works that can generate business op-

ownership; then, by what could be

portunities. Furthermore, operating

referred to as the “co-working phi-

in a chosen environment rather than

losophy”, based on a unifying value

one that is imposed lowers stress lev-

system that holds the community

els and reinforces self-confidence,

of co-workers together: openness,

generating thus greater productivity.

sharing, mutual support, solidarity,

Above all, taking points of view and

a feeling of belonging, goodwill to-

skillsets sets out of their silos in order

wards peers; and finally, by the effi-

to create a “cross-fertilisation” dy-

ciency of a business model founded

namic amongst the various members

on the principle of sharing costs,

of the community results in innova-

(material and intangible) resources

tion and enrichment for all involved.

system

of

the

Towards mixed and reversible assets*
Alongside the emergence of these new usages, the Group is also interested in the
reversibility of assets. “Reversible construction” is gaining traction as a solution that
meets current urban challenges. Building design must now incorporate a greater
capacity to evolve. For instance, a serviced residence today ought to be able to
become an office space in the future. Integrating reversibility right from the building
design phase is an effective strategy in managing the life cycle of assets and boosts
the performance of investments by reducing vacancy rates. Convinced of the potential
of these mixed and reversible assets, Keys Asset Management Group has chosen to
make them a priority.
*An asset is deemed to be reversible if consideration is given in its design phase to the options for changing its classification.
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COMMERCIAL REAL ESTATE
Overall, the commercial real estate market in Europe and in France
remained buoyant in 2016.

Historically low interest rates, the

Europe, the migration crisis, terrorist

low-cost of oil and an undervalued

threats, etc.) were less of a burden

euro against the US dollar provided

on the markets than initially feared.

a positive backdrop for investors;

As a result, the scenario for 2016

despite

timid

played out in two distinct phases: a

economic growth rate of 1.7% in

a

persistently

downturn over the fi rst nine months,

the euro zone and of 1.1% in France.

caused by a wait-and-see attitude in

Ultimately, the many geopolitical

the wake of Brexit, which was then

uncertainties (pre-election year in

partially

France and Germany, Brexit in the

buoyant fourth quarter. This reversal

United Kingdom, the election of

explains

Donald Trump in the United States, a

of the real estate sector, with some

referendum in Italy, the rise of populist

251 billion euros invested in Europe

euro-scepticism and protectionism in

in 2016, only slightly down from 2015.

off set
the

by

strong

a

particularly
performance

ENGAGEMENTS
EN IMMOBILIER
D’ENTREPRISE
EN
QUARTERLY
INVESTMENT
LEVELS
IN FRANCE
FRANCE PAR TRIMESTRE (en milliards d’euros)
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RÉPARTITION DES INVESTISSEMENTS EN IMMOBILIER

BREAKDOWN
BY
D’ENTREPRISEOF
PARINVESTMENTS
TYPOLOGIE D’ACTIFS
ASSET CLASSES
OTHER

INDUSTRIAL
AND LOGISTICS

25.8
billion
RETAIL SPACE

OFFICE SPACE

€

Source: CBRE

Source : CBRE

The French real estate market did

modest activity levels on the part of

better than just hold its course in

European investors.

2016. Its healthy fundamentals enabled it to remain particularly attrac-

In terms of investor types, 2016 was

tive to both private and institutional

dominated by investment funds and

investors, who continue to be lured

sovereign wealth funds, the propor-

by the quality of French assets.

tion of which increased to 42% of the
total investment volume.

All segments combined, the volume
of investments remained high with

There were two key trends worth not-

25.8 billion euros invested, thanks

ing, in terms of developments from a

to a particularly buoyant year end

property type perspective. The first

in terms of activity volume. Howev-

point was the unsurprising strong

er, given the limited market visibili-

performance of the market for office

ty, caution continues to prevail, thus

space, a performance which drove the

promoting diversification strategies

market higher, with a volume of 17.2

and a reading (of the market) that is

billion euros, or two-thirds of total

increasingly segmented.

investments. The second would be
the excellent results reported within

The proportion of domestic inves-

the industrial/logistics sector. Buoyed

tors in the French market has fur-

by the exponential e-commerce de-

ther increased to reach nearly 70%

velopments and the major changes

of all buyers. The observed return

in consumption patterns, this sector

of investments from Asia coincided

met the challenge, recording invest-

with a marked drop in investment

ment levels of 2.7 billion euros, its

flows from North America and very

best performance since 2007.
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THE BREAKTHROUGH OF THE
“VALUE-ADDED” STRATEGY
“Core”, “Core+”, “Value-Added” or “Opportunistic”?
Three main criteria diff erentiate these investment strategies: the
level of risk taken relative to the target return, the degree of asset
diversifi cation and the projected holding period for the assets.

The “Core” strategy targets assets

This tendency was crystallized during

that benefit from prime locations,

2016 with the “Value-Added” portion

particularly in zones where pressure is

of investments accounting for 24% of

created by land scarcity (typically Paris

all investments in the French market,

CBD). The “core” investor primarily

an increase of 140% on 2011 when it

seeks regular and secure rental income

accounted for just 10% of investments.

on a long-term horizon.

The “Value-Added” strategy targets
pockets of value creation by identifying

The “Core+” profile gives priority to

existing assets with high potential, but

the potential capital appreciation of

characterised by possible technical

assets that are generally well located

obsolescence or high vacancy rates.

and that offer high-quality services.
The profile is characterised by a

The “Opportunistic” strategy is the

limited level of risk taken in exchange

riskiest of the four. While it aims for

for returns that are less secure but

higher return levels, providing an IRR

more attractive on a mid- to long-

(Internal Rate of Return) that varies

term investment horizon.

between 15% and 30% on average, it
also exposes the investors to much

Whilst the investment market continues

higher volatility levels since it primarily

to focus primarily on the “Core” and

targets assets with very high added

“Core+” strategies (almost 70% of

value on a short-term horizon.

the total volume invested); the “value
added” strategy seems to be gaining

This strategy typically includes trans-

in appeal with an increasing number

actions in “on spec” real estate promo-

of investors gravitating to it, against a

tions, where construction is launched

backdrop of a rising scarcity in “Core”

prior to any sale or rental contracts

assets.

with users, and major restructuring
programmes associated with high levels of debt.

Value-added investments account
for 24% of all investments on the
French market.
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INVESTMENT STRATEGY

INVESTMENT STRATEGIES

7%

10%

OPPORTUNISTIC

VALUE-ADDED

24%

69%

VALUE-ADDED

2013

CORE / CORE+

2016

90%
CORE / CORE+
Source: Nexity Conseil et Transaction

Source: Nexity Conseil et Transaction

“Value-Added” strategy
Value creation is achieved through renovation projects or
by renegotiating leases to restructure and reposition the asset within its market with a view to upscaling it, bringing it
closer to the “Core+” or even “Core” segments. These properties are riskier and less costly than “Core” assets. Once
the renovations are completed, they offer investors an at-

Orlando Corbellini
Manager Keys REIM

tractive overall return composed of income distribution and
the (new) market value of the renovated assets. The public
authorities’ commitment to the development of this market
should act as a further catalyst. As a result, the public authorities have enacted two key measures to support this process.
The first relates to the introduction of a level of tolerance for
errors on the part of developers and renovation specialists.
The second, even more significant, is a tax exemption for the
five years following any purchase of a home, if the latter was
previously an office space.
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EXPOSURE BY
PROPERTY TYPE
The office space segment maintains its position
In 2016, the offi ce space segment was, once again, dominant, singlehandedly accounting for 67% of total investment levels. The segment
reported its best performance in a decade with 17.2 billion euros
invested across all regions. Île-de-France continues to lead,
although the appeal of other regions has defi nitely grown.

If we base our reading on all the major

sharply

market indicators, 2016 was a good

3.5 million m at the end of 2016. This

year for the office space segment.

meant a 10% drop in inventory rela-

This is despite a general climate where

tive to 2015, with new and restruc-

significant disparities were observed

tured premises accounting for only

between locations and one in which a

15% of this inventory.

over

the

year

to

reach

2

number of difficulties persist.
Paris and its surroundings registered

Headline rent in the office space

good results with an uptake of 2.4

segment remained very stable com-

million m , up 7% year-on-year and 4%

pared to 2015, settling during the last

on a ten-year average. The upswing in

quarter of 2016 at an average annual

activity seen for transactions of more

rent of 323 euros (excluding tax and

than 5,000 m2 was a positive note, as

charges) per m2 for older premises,

was the good performance for trans-

and 374 euros (excluding tax and

actions in the below 5,000 m2 seg-

charges) per m2 for new or renovated

ment within Paris and in the western

premises.

2

part of the Île-de-France region.
More good news was that the vacan-

Finally, the net growth in “on spec”

cy rate dropped in Île-de-France to

launches, with 34 projects of over

6.2% in the fourth quarter, though

5,000 m2 (up 26% and 43% respec-

the rate was at 3.1 % for Paris intra-

tively on 2015 and 2014), mainly ben-

muros, where the growing scarcity

efited Paris intra-muros (which ac-

of high-calibre supply and the short-

counted for 56% of the total) and is a

age of spaces greater than 5,000 m

sign of restored investor confidence.

2

remained problematic. As a result of

42

the combined effect of the general

In the regional markets, 2016 was

buoyancy of the Île-de-France rental

also a very good year overall, with

market and a particularly low volume

take-up at 1,400,000 m2 across the

of deliveries, the immediately availa-

12-main regional markets, a historic

ble supply of office space contracted

high since 2006.
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ÉVOLUTION DE LA DEMANDE PLACÉE DE BUREAUX
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The only flat note, however, is a sig-
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stable Sources
figure
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Sourcesm
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et Immostat
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nificant one, namely the persistent

tive to 2015.
Sources : CBRE et Immostat

shortage presented by the scarcity of new offers and the dearth of

Similarly, the regional vacancy rate,

“Core” assets, always very sought

at 5.6%, remained stable year on year.

after by investors.

The regional office space markets
remained fluid and continue to at-

Though Lyon once again confirmed its

tract the growing interest of inves-

position as the main regional market

tors, despite the obsolescence of

with take-up of over 290,000 m ,

inventory and the increasingly tight

2016 was a record year for Lille and

new supply (a phenomenon that had

2

Toulouse. As of the 31 of December

triggered a rise in rental values in

2016, the immediate supply of office

some large cities such as Lyon, Mar-

space in the regional markets stood

seille or Lille).

st

Regional investment
Since its inception in 2011, the Group has committed
a significant portion of its investments to the regions.
This investment policy has allowed for higher target
rates of return. Leveraging our experience and our regional market knowledge, we select assets that are strategic, on a human scale (between 2,000 and 7,000 m 2
on average) and ultra-flexible, assets that are in line

Jérémy Binet
Investment Acquisition
Adviser (Sourcing)

with local demand (regional headquarters of national
companies or local SMEs, for example) and new market
trends, such as co-working.
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Strong resilience from the retail sector
Against the backdrop of an uncertain

scarcity of high-quality assets, this

political environment and a fragile

result

economic recovery, investments within

though the retail segment shrank in

the retail space segment proved quite

2016 to account for approximately

resilient in 2016.

15% of total volumes of investment.

Timid GDP growth (1.1%) and an

Not surprisingly, top-tier locations

unemployment rate that remains at a

continued to draw the lion’s share of

disconcerting level naturally weighed

capital flows, with secondary locations

on consumer and investor behaviour,

continuing to lose their appeal.

remains

encouraging

even

even if the persistently low interest
rates, the abundant levels of liquidity

Town-centre retail locations, which

and a moderate infl ation struck a

alone drew nearly 40% of all volumes

positive note. The 2016 year-end

invested in 2016, confirmed their status

was very active in the retail segment

as the driving market segment, whilst

with approximately 2.2 billion euros

the volumes invested in shopping

invested, bringing the annual total

centres remained well under one

to

this

billion euros. However, this result

performance was down on 2015, it

3.7

billion

euros.

Whilst

must be seen within a context of

was nevertheless 12% higher than the

insufficient supply rather than a

ten-year average. Given the chronic

lack of interest from investors.

BREAKDOWN OF RETAIL INVESTMENTS

2015
OTHER

25.5% 2016

11%

SHOPPING
CENTRES

35.4%
SHOPPING
CENTRES

21.5%
RETAIL PARKS

4.8
billion

3.7
billion

€

€

4.1%
RETAIL PARKS

42%
TOWN-CENTRE
SHOPS
Sources: CBRE and Immostat
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ESTIMATION DU CHIFFRE D’AFFAIRES DU E-COMMERCE
AN ESTIMATE
OF E-COMMERCE SALES BY SECTOR
PAR SECTEUR

7%

CULTURAL
PRODUCTS

11%

45%

CLICK AND COLLECT,
MASS MARKET
PRODUCTS

11%
HOUSEHOLD
EQUIPMENT

TOURISM

@
Source: Nexity Conseil
et Transaction

12%
OTHER

14%
CLOTHING AND
TEXTILES

Source : Nexity Conseil et Transaction

The rise of e-logistics
Thanks to the XXL and turnkey trans-

Delivering faster and faster, in spite of

actions, the French logistics market

the multiple constraints of urban set-

registered record performance levels in

tings; maintaining impeccable service

2016, reflecting a strong growth in real

quality at competitive prices; adopt-

estate demand for this sector. Take-up

ing environmentally friendly delivery

performance was the best for the dec-

solutions, etc. The logistics equation

ade, at 3.7 million m , up 11% on 2015.

appears untenable, yet the rapid par-

2

cel services market must reinvent itThe strategic sub-segment of rapid

self day after day: by building scale

parcel services continued to evolve.

through the buyout or the acquisi-

More than ever, the “fight” for the last

tion of competitors, through new of-

kilometre, the last link in the supply

ferings, or the rise of intermediation

chain accounting for more than one-

platforms, or even via route optimi-

third of the total cost of delivery, re-

sation and diversification through the

mains the key issue. This link in the

means of transport, etc.

chain is becoming increasingly critical
in the light of the exponential growth

Additionally, players within this seg-

of e-commerce and m-commerce (or

ment have yet to address a major

mobile commerce, enabling purchases

challenge: that of reverse logistics

via a smartphone or a tablet). The fig-

or the logistics of returns, a process

ures speak for themselves: 72 billion eu-

which is significantly more expensive

ros of online spending in 2016 and over

than the delivery process. Pick-up,

1 billion transactions, or 33 per second!

rerouting, checks, restocking or repackaging: these are just some of the

The corollary, of course, is a spectac-

challenges related to the returns pro-

ular rise in the number of packages

cess, a process which appears to be

delivered: 450 million in France over

emerging as a niche sub-segment in

the past year.

its own right.
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Residential: the boom
in new and old properties
housing

of second-hand residential buildings

segment, exceptional interest rate

that sky-rocketed, resulting in a total

terms

buyers)

of 843,000 transactions over the

and the effectiveness of measures

12 months ending in October, or a

designed

for

price rise of 1.4% in the third quarter

demand levels (the “loi Pinel” or

for apartments and of 2% for houses

reinforced zero-rate financing), have

over the same period. The rental

created a very favourable context

market

and made 2016 a particularly dynamic

liquidity, as the tenant mobility rate

year. Whilst the new-build residential

reached 33% whilst rental prices rose

market held up well, it was the sales

slightly, up 1%.

Within

the
(which
to

residential
attracted
provide

support

regained

a

measure

of

ÉVOLUTION
DU NOMBREOF
DE RÉSERVATIONS
THE CHANGING
NUMBER
DE LOGEMENTS NEUFS
NEW HOME RESERVATIONS

2015

122,824
Housing

+ 21%

2016

148,618
Housing
Source: Observatoire de
l’immobilier de la FPI

Source : Observatoire de l’immobilier de la FPI

The new built housing market in 2016
The new built housing market, which had risen by 16% in
2015, recorded performance levels in 2016 on par with
those registered prior to the 2008 crisis. The volume of
reservations of new built homes was up by 21% on 2015. The
Steve Lepine
Manager KEYS REIM

regional breakdown across France remained fairly uniform.
Price rises, though above inflation levels, were measured.
The average national sale price rose by 2.5% relative to 2015,
with some stronger gains in some regional cities.
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Hotels: a sector that is completely
reinventing itself
2016 was less favourable for hotel in-

tional investors, particularly with Eu-

vestments, however. The segment did

ropeans who represented 36% of the

not manage to repeat the exceptional

total investment volume. The French

performance seen in 2015. A climate

regional markets maintained their ap-

of pre-election uncertainty in France

peal with significantly higher year-on-

and elsewhere in Europe, compound-

year performances, accounting at the

ed by the risk of terrorist attacks, put a

end of 2016 for 43% of total sales in

damper on the volume of transactions.

the sector.

In mature markets, the scarcity of good

Profound structural changes were

locations, shrinking inventory levels of

triggered by the “Uberisation” of tour-

immediately available investments and

ism, with new hotel concepts, new

the rise in the prices for building sites

consumption patterns and the impact

across many European capitals meant

of new technologies making it more

that new development projects were

vital than ever for the sector to rein-

mainly concentrated within the sub-

vent itself, and to update its offer in

urban areas. Germany outperformed

order to align more closely with con-

the United Kingdom for the first time,

sumer expectations.

with 5 billion euros invested in 2016,

That said, the hotel investments seg-

a rise of 23%, against the UK’s peak of

ment remains a solid asset class that

4 billion euros invested. France held

will continue to attract new players.

its place in the top three with 3.2 bil-

In 2017, the volumes invested are ex-

lion euros invested. Domestic inves-

pected to remain stable overall rel-

tors continued to account for the bulk

ative to 2016’s numbers. Consolida-

of investments in the French market

tions, through merger and acquisition

(54% of the total investment volume).

transactions or joint ventures, are ex-

France maintained its status as a high-

pected in order to compete effective-

ly attractiveD’INVESTISSEMENT
destination for interna- HÔTELIER
ly in theEN
lightFRANCE
of new business models.
VOLUME
(en milliards d’euros)

INVESTMENT VOLUME FOR THE
HOTEL SPACE SEGMENT IN FRANCE (in billions of euros)
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3.0
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2.0
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Source: JLL

Source : JLL
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PROMISING MARKET SEGMENTS
Some new promising alternative segments are increasingly gaining
favour with investors and are increasingly becoming features of the
real estate asset management landscape.

Diversifi cation

strategies

are

are currently enjoying strong growth

currently favoured relative to the

levels:

other types of investment strategies,

for example, which is increasingly

given the scarcity of supply and

sought after by investors from a

the compression of yields currently

long-term

witnessed across the more mature

Serviced

property types (offi ce space, retail

business, senior citizens or students)

space, etc.); and the climate of

are also highly sought after. In 2016,

strong capital fl ows and persistently

this segment recorded the second

low interest rates.

highest volume of investments across

the

infrastructure

investment
residences

segment

perspective.
(for

tourism/

the tertiary real estate investment
As a result, exploring new economic

segment in France (18%), just behind

models and niche markets can offer

the office space segment. Serviced

value

residences are a response to the new

through (newer) property types that

tourism demand models and to the

offer attractive, and in some cases

demographic changes taking place as

superior, potential returns to those

people live longer and become home

of traditional property types.

owners later in life than previous

an

opportunity

to

create

generations, etc. These segments are
Some market segments, uncorrelated to

therefore powerful drivers of growth

economic cycles or even decorrelated,

for investors.

ÉVOLUTION DE L’INDICE ANNUEL DE L’INVESTISSEMENT
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PERFORMANCE REVIEW OF THE ANNUAL EUROPEAN
REAL ESTATE INVESTMENT INDEX SINCE 2011
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KEYS ASSET MANAGEMENT

Keys Asset Management Group includes an asset management company licensed
by the French Autorité des Marchés Financiers (AMF) under number GP-16000011
and an asset management company licensed by the Financial Conduct Authority
(FCA) under number 687589. The present document is provided for information
purposes only and does not constitute an offer to purchase or a sales solicitation.
The information herein is intended for wide circulation without taking into account
the investment objectives, financial situation or particular needs of each potential
investor. It is not to be considered either as a solicitation or as investment advice.
The present document, which does not constitute the basis for a contract or
any kind of commitment, is based on sources that Keys Asset Management
Group deems reliable. All information contained in the present document may
be modified without notice. Keys Asset Management Group declines all direct or
indirect responsibility that could result from the use of any information contained
in the present document. Keys Asset Management Group may not under any
circumstances be held responsible for any decision made on the basis of information
contained in the present document. The information contained in this document
may not be copied, reproduced, modified, translated or circulated without the
prior written consent of Keys Asset Management Group to any third party and in
any country where its circulation/use may be contrary to the legal and regulatory
provisions or where it would require Keys Asset Management Group and its
products to comply with obligations to register with the regulatory authorities of
these countries. The present document has not been reviewed by any regulatory
body. It is not intended for circulation to, or for use by, any person, investor,
whether qualified or not, in a country or jurisdiction where the laws or regulations
may prohibit such circulation or use. The present document is not intended for
use by residents or citizens of the United States of America or “U.S. Persons”.
Document published on 16/10/2017.
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